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Abs t rac t  The verification of the on-shell kappa-syrnmetry for supermem- 
branes is usually done by means of a projector operator. In the off-shell case 
(Polyakov-like action) this verification is more subtle and that one found in 
literature does not make use of such operators. In this work we show that 
the off-shell kappa-symmetry can also be achieved by means of a projector 
operator. 

The action for supermembranes, in its Polyakov forml, is given by2 

where 

and 

is a Wess-Zumino term. 

In expressions (1) and (2), the superspace tangent is defined as 

where indices a, b, ... vãry from 0 to 2. and ú' are respectively D = 11 Dirac 

matrices and Majorana spinors, since only in this spacetime dimension superme- 

nibranes can be consistently formuiated. The convention and notation we are 
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following, as well as sorrir, iílriitities which are iiqetl tliroiighoiit, are listed in the 

appendix. 

In eq.(2) ,  g,,, cari tw íoiiqidered as  an auxiliary field, since it has no dynamics. 

Actiially, an indc~pwctr~i~t variation of the action with respect to gab gives the 

embedding relat,iori 

gab = xa ' zb (5) 

If (5) is substituted in (2), one gets the on-shell for111 o f  t,he supermembrane action 

(Nambu-Goto-Dira~)~ 

Of course, this is a classical equivalence. 

The fermionic or K-symmetry4 is related to the following transformations 

where K = K([) is an arbitrary Majorana spinor and ( I  f I') are projection opera- 

tors, since 

satisfies 

r2 = i 

if (5) holds. This is the on-shell K-symmetry, and the starting action is Si + sw; 
In the ofF-shell case, eq. (10) does not hold with r given by (9). Even in this 

case, the K-symmetry still holds6, since the metric tensor transfornis as7 

Our purpose in this letter is to show the off-shell K-syrnmetry in an alternative 

way. First we construct another gamma matrix, denoted by r', in such a way that  

(r ' )2 = 1, independently of (5). One can see that  
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where 

h = det Za . Zb 

satisfies this requirement. We thus consider that 8 has, instead of (7), the following 

transformation 

68 = (1 + (14) 

So, the K-symrnetry will be verified if we can show that the variation of action (1) 

is proportional to (1 - rt)68. 

From (4) and (8), with an arbitrary variation 68, we see that 

With this result and using the identity 

which holds only for D = 11, in the case of Majorana spinors, we obtain, after a 

long algebraic calculation 

modulo exact differentials. We assume that frontier terms can be eliminated with 

a proper choice of n 6 .  

Considering (15) and (17) we obtain that the total variation of the Lagrangian 

corresponding to action S is 

T 
6L = - (gab - Za .Zb) 6 (J -ggab)  -2iTJ-Sgabaa8gb 68-t-iT éabCdae$b~c  68 (18) 

2 

Incidentally, we notice that on-shell, i.e., when (5) is used, we simply have 

which vanishes for 68 given by (7). 

To obtain the off-shell case, we consider the following general transformation 
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where A, B and xab are respectively two scalars and a symmetric parameter space 

tensor which have to be calculated. 

By using gamma-matrix algebra and some identities listed in the appendix, 

we arrive at 

1 
- 5~~ (2gbecacd + iabcedc)a,d$d$e za . z , 6 8  

- BTg g c e ( g a f g b d  - gabgdf)acB$d$e$f Za Zb 68 

+ 2BTg (gacgbd  - gabgCd)acè$d Za Zb 68 
1 + I T  (gab - Za zb)xab 

If we choose 

severa1 terms cancel and we yet 

which will be proportional to (1 - I'')&? if 

whose solution is 
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Combining (23) and (25), we finally obtain 

C~L = iT - 2 ~ r a b a a @ ~ b ) ( i  - r l ) se  (26) 
.\/-9+m 

which has the desired form and vanishes given ,by (14). 

If we collect a11 the terms, we obtain that the variation of the metric tensor is 

given by 

In conclusion, we have discussed an alternative way of obtaining the off-shell 

n-symmetry for supermembranes by means of a projector operator. We observe 

that the transformation for the metric field given by (27) has a different expression 

of the corresponding one presented in ref. 7. This is an acceptable result since the 

initiai transformations for the theta field are not the same in both cases. 

Appendix 

We present here the convention and some identities which we haxe been used 

through this paper. 

= diag.(-l,l,..- 1) 

Signature of gab = (-, +, +) 

€012 = 1 
1 

{r,.', rvl = 2vpv, [7,.', rvl = - ~ P U  2 
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Resumo 

A verificação da simetria kapa "on-shell" para supermembrana é geralmente 
feita por meio de um operador de projeção. No caso "off-shelln (ação tipo 
Polyakov), esta verificação é mais delicada e a que é encontrada na literatura 
não faz uso de tais operadores. Neste trabalho, mostramos que a simetria kapa 
"off-shelln pode também ser obtida por meio de um operador de projeção. 


